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For an indeterminate Stieltjes moment sequence the multiplication operator
Mplxl = xp(x) is positive definite and has self-adjoint extensions. Exactly one of
these extensions has the same lower bound as ilct, the so-called Friedrichs extension.
The spectral measure of this extension gives a certain solution to the moment
problem and we identify the corresponding parameter value in the Nevanlinna
parametrization of all solutions to the moment problem. In the case where (1 is
indeterminate in the sense of Stieltjes, relations between the (Nevanlinna matrices
of) entire functions associated with the measures t k d(1( t) are derived. The growth
of these entire functions is also investigated. c 1995 Academic Press. Inc

I. INTRODUCTION

We consider a normalized Hamburger moment sequence (s,,),,?O and the
corresponding polynomials (Pk)k? 0' (Qk h? () of the first and second kind,
following the notation of Akhiezer, [I]. The sequence (P k h ? 0 forms an
orthonormal system in C[x] with the inner product given by (x", XIII) =
Iff x" + 1>, dp( x), where p is any measure from the set

(I)

of solutions to the moment problem. The Pk's are uniquely determined by
the requirements that degree Pk = k, and that the leading coefficient is
positive. The Q/,'s are given by

(2)

where p is any measure from V.
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The sequence (.1'"),, "" 0 is called indeterminate if V contains more than one
element. It turns out that the sequence is indeterminate if and only if

(3)

is finite for some non-real z, in which case the series converges uniformly
over compact subsets of the complex plane.

In the indeterminate case we have the Nevanlinna parametrization of
the set V. To describe it, let :Y denote the set of analytic functions
r/J: {.1'z > O} - {.jz ~ O}. Any such function can be extended to a function
defined on C \R by reflection in the real axis. The parametrization is the
one-to-one correspondence between :~ u {x} and V given by r/J +-> It</> ,
where

If I A(z)r/J(z)-C(z)
--dp (x)= ,

.y z - X </> B(z) r/J(z) - D(z)
(4)

The functions A, B, C, D are entire and they form the Nevanlinna matrix
(~ ;;) associated with the moment problem, see Akhiezer, [1], p. 55
and Berg & Pedersen, [5]. They are defined by the corresponding poly
nomials

A(z) = z L Qk(O) Qk(Z)

B(z) = -I +z I Qk(O) Pk(z)

C(z) = I + Z I Pk(O) Qk(Z)

D(z) = z I Pk(O) Pk(z).

(5)

Another approach to the moment problem is via the theory of unbounded
operators in Hilbert space. Let £ be the completion of C[ x] in the above
inner product. We consider the multiplication operator M: C[x] - C[x]
given by Mp(x) = xp(x). This is a densely defined symmetric operator in ./t
and it turns out that it has self-adjoint extensions in $, see ego Akhiezer,
[I], p. 140-141. The spectral measures of these self-adjoint operators give
solutions to the moment problem. There is in fact a one-to-one corre
spondence between the set of solutions It for which the polynomials are
dense in L 2(p), the so-called Nevanlinna-extremal solutions, and the set of
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self-adjoint extensions in ,.If given by Ii = <E(·) Po, Po>, where E is
a spectral measure, see Stone, [17], Theorem 10.30, or Akhiezer, [I],
p. 144.

To obtain all solutions to the moment problem one needs to consider
self-adjoint extensions of M into Hilbert spaces where Yf' is a closed sub
space. Concerning this, see for example the survey by Sarason, [16].

In the Nevanlinna parametrization (4) we can identify the Nevanlinna
extremal measures as the set (Il,), E R u : .CI: i and so we parameterize the
spectral measures as (£I)'E R u {y i' where fI, = <E I

(.) Po, Po>·
In this paper we shall consider a Stieltjes moment sequence (t1l)1I~()

which is indeterminate as a Hamburger moment sequence. In this case the
operator M is positive definite. Among all self-adjoint extensions of M in
f{ there is one with the same lower bound as M. This is called the
Friedrichs extension of M. It is in general uniquely determined by the addi
tional condition that its domain should be contained in the completion of
C[ x] in a different inner product. Regarding the Friedrichs extension see
e.g. [15], section 124. Our object is to determine the parameter value of
the corresponding Nevanlinna-extremal measure fll in the Nevanlinna
parametrization.

Chihara has investigated the N-extremal solutions to the Hamburger
moment problem for (t1l)II~O' see [10] and [II]. In [II] a certain
N-extremal solution with largest least spectral point was found, and in
[ 10] all Nevanlinna-extremal solutions which have their support in [0; 00 )

were identified. It was found that the corresponding parameter values form
an interval roc; 0], where oc is a certain non-positive number. We show that
:x is the parameter corresponding to the Friedrichs extension of M.

Let cr be a measure having moments of all orders with supp(cr) c:; [0; 00).

We shall say that cr is determinate (resp. indeterminate) in the sense of
Stieltjes and write det( S) (resp. indet( S)) if there are no other (resp. other)
measures on [0; 'x) with the same moments as cr.

In the case where cr is indet( S) the measures t k dcr( t), k ~ I are also
indet( S). We shall express the entire functions associated with t k dcr(t) in
terms of the entire functions associated with cr. This is done by considering
the symmetric Hamburger moment problem that corresponds to the
Stieltjes moment problem for cr, as in Chihara, [10). Relations between the
growth of the different entire functions are found.

The transformation cr f--> I dcr(t) has been investigated independently by
Galliano Valent ([ 18] ) in connection with birth and death processes in the
indeterminate case. For a birth and death process with rates (All)' (fill)
and corresponding Stieltjes moment problem (til) Karlin and McGregor
consider a dual process having rates (lin+ 1), Un)' The Stieltjes moment
problem corresponding to the dual process is (t" + I It I), see [12] and
[13].
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2. PRELIMINARIES ABOUT OPERATORS

Let (T, <Yr ) be a self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert space oj(. The lower
bound of T is defined as

Let E be the spectral measure corresponding to T. The support of E,
supp( E), is the smallest closed subset Q of R such that E(Q) = 1. We denote
by dE,. \ (I) the complex Borel measure WI-> <E( W)x, y). For the sake of
completeness we include the following well-known result.

LEMMA 2.1. nlT=inf(supp(E)).

Prool For xEYr of norm I we have <T.'(,x)=Lurr(r;,/dE,.,(t)~

inf supp( E). Thus m r ~ supp( E). On the other hand, if 10 E supp( E) and Vo
is any bounded open neighbourhood of 10 we have E( Vo) "'" O. There is thus
X o E RanE( Vo) of norm I. This implies

= J I dE",.",( I) ~ sup Vo,
I/o

thence m T:( t () for all t() E supp( E) and the lemma follows. I
A self-adjoint operator (T, ::Ir) with spectral measure E is said to have

simple spectrum if there is x in jf such that {E(W)X!WEB,} spans a
dense subset of X (here B, denotes the Borel sets of Rl. Such an element
x is called a cyclic vector. It is known that T has simple spectrum if and
only if there is an element Xo En,,? \ (/1'" such that {T"xo }" 2'0 spans a
dense subspace of ff, in which case X o is also a cyclic vector. See e.g. [2],
section 69. We need the following lemma.

LEMMA 2.2. Supposc Ihat (T, (jiTl has simplc .Ipcclrum wilh cyclic vcctor
xo. Then

supp( E) = supp( E,o.,o)'

Proof If I ¢ supp(E,o. '0) we can choose an open neighbourhood (00 of
t such that E,o. 'o(wo) = O. Then for all Borel sets m, E,,,.,)m n mo) = 0
and hence E(wnwo)xo=O. If XEX then (E(wo)x,E(ro)xo)=
(x, E(w n roo) xo) = 0 and since X o is a cyclic vector we must have
E( roo) x = O. Therefore E( wol = 0 and I ¢ supp E. The other inclusion is
easy. I
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Remark 2.1. If (T, ~T) is a self-adjoint extension of the multiplication
operator M associated with the moment problem then T has simple
spectrum with cyclic vector Po.

3. THE PARAMETER CORRESPONDING TO THE FRIEDRICHS EXTENSION

Let (t")",,,o be a normalized Stieltjes moment sequence, which is indeter
minate on the whole line. The full set of solutions on the line we denote by
(p,p).p €Y' u{y: ' cf. (4). At least one solution a has its support contained in
[0; ee) and therefore the zeros of (P")",,,o and (Q")""' I are all positive. In
particular, P,,(O) #0, QII(O) #0. From Lemma I, [II], we see that the
sequence P,,(O)/QII(O) is convergent, say

PII(O)
------> IX
Q,.(O) " '

(6)

for some IXE(-X;O]. In fact PII(O)/Q,,(O)=-11l;ICL:;'=1 1i) I where
(m" I,) are the coefficients in the corresponding Stieltjes continued fraction,
see Berg, [3]. Defining b" =JXPI/(x) P" + I(X) da(x), n ~ 0, we consider the
functions

BIJ+ 1('::) = b,,( Q,,(O) P Il + 1('::) - Q,,+ 1(0) PII(.::))

D,,+ d.::) =b,,(P,,(O) P,,+ 1('::) - P,,+ dO) PII (.::))·

(7)

These functions converge to the entire functions Band D given in (5), and
the convergence is uniform over compact sets of the complex plane. By (7)
and [I], p. 9 we get

Letting n tend to 00, we see that

. P,,(.::)
aB(:)-D(:)= - hm -

/H x Q,,(O)
(8 )

This equation is derived in Chihara, [10] or [11], using a different nota
tion. For the readers convenience we have repeated the derivation here.

PROPOSITION 3.1 (Chihara [II]). It'v is any solution to the Hamburger
moment problem for the Stieltjes moment sequence (t"),, '" () then
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inf supp( 1') ~ inf supp(Ji~). If equality holds here and v is N-extremal then
v =!l ...

Proof Let x be any root of the entire function aB - D. If c > 0 is
given, Rouches theorem and (8) show that there is a root of some P" in
the interval (x - 1:; x + 1:). Suppose that inf( supp( v)) > inf( SUpp(,lI~)) =

inf Z( aB - D). Since all zeros of the polynomials (P,,),,? (I belong to the
open interval (inf supp( 1'); sup supp( v), this contradicts the fact that the
P,,'s have zeros arbitrarily close to the smallest zero of ocB - D.

From (4) it follows that the supports of two different N-extremal
measures are disjoint. This proves the proposition. I

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (t,,),,?(1 be a normalized Stieltjes moment sequence
Hhich is indeterminate on the whole line. The parameter in the Nevanlinna
parametrization (4) corre.lponding to the Friedrichs extension is given hy

oc = lim P,/O).
"-1 Q,,(O)

(9)

Proof Let (T()( E R u 1cr I denote the self-adjoint extensions of the
operator Min $. By combining Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 we see that the lower
bound of T{ is the smallest zero of the entire function tB - D ( = B for
t =x). Thus by Proposition 3.1 the lower bound of T~ is strictly greater
than the lower bound of any other operator T,. Therefore T~ must be the
Friedrichs extension of M. I

The parameter (1. of the Friedrichs extension can also be found without
referring to (8). In Berg & Valent, [9J, it is shown that the function DIB
is strictly decreasing on each of the intervals ( - UJ; PI), (/J I; IJ2)' . " with

lim D(x)/B(x) = (1.. ( 10)

Here (Pn)n? I are the zeros of B and they satisfy fJ I < 0 < fJ2 < .... Informa
tion about the smallest zero of tB - D can then be obtained by considering
the strictly increasing function t-DjB=(tB-D)jB, and by varying the
parameter t. This method also identifies the N-extremal solutions having
their support in [0; ex:;), see Remark 2.2.2 in [9 J.

We end this section by giving a generalization of Proposition 3.2 to
moment problems on a half-line. Let ,ll be a positive measure on R with
moments of all orders and corresponding polynomials PI" QIl" Consider
the measure rJlll, where rJxl = x - Co The polynomials corresponding to
rc(Ji) are P,,(x + c), Qn(x + c). The map T c is a bijection V -+ Vc between
the sets of solutions to the two moment problems.
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Suppose that )1 is indeterminate on R. We can express the entire func
tions Aiel, B I ,), C!C), Die) associated with r..()1) in terms of those associated
with )1:

PROPOSITION 3.3.

A{e)(:) = C( c) A(: + c) - A( c) C(: + c)

B{el(:) = C(c) B(: + c) - A(c) D(: + c)

c{el(:) = D(c) A(: + c) - B(c) C(: + c)

D{')l:) = D(c) B(z + c) - B(c) D(z + c).

Proof We consider the two-variable analogues of the entire functions
Aiel, Blel, ell, Die), see [6], p. 175. We have AlC)(u, v) = A(u + c, v + c)

and similarly for the other functions. The formulas then follow from
Proposition 4.6, p. 177 in [6]. I

PROPOSITION 3.4. The Nevanlinna parametrizations (~( the two sets V
and V, are related as

where

C(c) cP(: - c) - D(e)
cPlrl(Z) = .

A(e) cP(: - c) - B(e)

Proof By the above proposition and (4) we see that J(1/( t -:)) d( ITIel)¢ ( t)

= J(I/(t -:)) dr..(O'¢,.,)(t). I

Remark 3.1. The above linear fractional transformation II' l-->

(C( e) w - D( e) )/( A( e) w - B( c)) maps the upper half-plane conformally
onto itself.

PROPOSITION 3.5. Suppose that (.1'"),, ;Cd) is an indeterminate moment
sequence haring a solution whose support is contained in [c;x). Then the
Friedrichs extension o( our multiplication operator Al corre.ljJOnds to the

parameter

C(c) lim(P,,(c)/Q,,(c)) - D(c)

A(c) lim(P,,(c)/Q,,(c)) - B(c)
(II)

in the Neran/inna parametrization o( all solutions to the moment proh!em.
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Proof The operator M is bounded below, so the Friedrichs extension
still exists. If supp(/tl is contained in [c; OC), T,(/t) is concentrated on
[0; Cf]) and the parameter corresponding to the Friedrichs extension (for
this translated problem) is then given by

I
· P,,(c)

(X= 1m --.
,,~/ Q,,(c)

By Proposition 3.4, (O'IIl), = T,(O',I,'), where (XIII is given as in (11). I

4. SYMMETRIC MOMENT PROBLEMS

A normalized Hamburger moment sequence (Sll) II ~ \) is called symmetric
if

S211+ 1= 0, Vn~O.

Symmetric moment problems have been investigated by Chihara, [10] and
rotation invariant moment problems, a generalization to measures in R",
have been studied by Berg & Thill, [7]. There is a close relation between
symmetric moment problems and Stieltjes moment problems.

Let t = (t1l)1I~\) be a normalized Stieltjes moment sequence and define
.\' = (s"),, ~ 0 = (to, 0, t I' 0, t 2' ... ). We say that (s"),, ~o is the corresponding
symmetric Hamburger moment problem. We denote by

WI = {O' ~ 0 I supp(O') <;;; [0; Cf:.), tIl = f x" dO'(x), n ~ o}
V, = {Il ~ 0 I .1"11 = Jx" d/t( x), n ~ 0 }

the sets of solutions to the two moment problems. Let the functions
¢J: R -> [0; ex:), 1./1: [0; ex:) -> [0; ex:) be given by ¢J(x) = x 2

, I./I(x) = j.~.
Finally, if A is a measure we put X( E) = A( - E). The measure A is called
symmetric if X=).. With this notation we have

PROPOSITION 4.1. The map given by 0' I---> 112( 1./1 ( 0') + 1./1 (0'n is a bijective
mapping from WI to the symmetric measures in V", whose inverse is given by
pl---></J(p).

Proof This is straightforward, except perhaps to show that

(12)
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Here one can write p = IJ( {O} ) l5 0 + T + i, where r is the restriction of I' to
(0; x). Then

ljt (¢i(p )) = 2r + Ii ( {O} ) l5 0,

ljt(¢i(p)f = 2i +1/( {O}) l5(J,

so that ( 12) holds. I

Denote by (S,,),,;o' (S:/)),,;{) the polynomials of the first and second
kind corresponding to the symmetric Hamburger moment sequence
(.1''')'';0' We note that S,,(-x)=(-l)"S,,(x) so that S2" is an even func
tion and S2" + I is odd. By (2), Si~/ is odd and Si~/+ I is even.

Suppose that the symmetric Hamburger moment problem is indeter
minate. Then we can define the four entire functions .01, ;~, (f;, (y' given by
the polynomials (S,,), (S:/ I) as in (5). It fol1ows easily that .r:I, yr are odd
and .!Il, «(, are even.

Any function r/> E;C;;> can be written as

. t=+ 1
r/>( =) = a= + h + J t _ =dp( t),

where a? 0, hER and p is a positive finite measure on R. The function r/>
is uniquely determined by the triple (a, h, p) (see e.g. [1], p. 92). Let ¢*
be defined by the triple (a, -h, pl.

PROPOSITION 4.2. In the Newnlinna parametri=ation of the solutio/ls fo
fhe symmetric Hamhurger moment prohlem we hare ai = a,p" and
a; =0"/.

Proof We have, since ¢if -=) = -¢i*(=),

'I f II~- da::U) = - -- da<j>U)
. f-:: Y' t+=

d( - =) r/>( - =) - (f,( - =)

.!Il( -=) ¢( -::) - (y'( -=)

.r:I(=) ¢i*(=) - '(; (=)

-.!IJ(=) ¢*(::) + (y'(=)

• 1
= j t _ :: da .p'( t).

Thus a,; = a,p" In a similar way we see that a; = a y and the proposition
fol1ows. I
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For the Nevanlinna-extremal solutions the proposition states that
at = (J _I' so that there are exactly two symmetric N-extremal solutions to
a symmetric Hamburger moment problem. By combining Proposition 4.1
and 4.2 we see that a Stieltjes moment sequence is indet( S) if and only if
the corresponding symmetric Hamburger moment sequence is indeter
minate. See also Chihara, [IOJ, regarding these two last results.

Remark 4.1. We can in fact determine all symmetric solutions to a
symmetric moment problem: From Proposition 4.2 and the first line of its
proof we see that (J <p is symmetric if and only if ¢i is an odd function. It is
readily seen that ¢i is odd if and only if

f tz + I
¢i( z) = az + t _ z dp(l),

where a ~°and p is a finite symmetric measure on R.

5. ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS

Let t = (I"),, ~ () be a normalized Stieltjes moment sequence and denote by
(PJ,)"~o, (P;,I»),,~O the associated polynomials of the first and second kind.
Let (K,,),,~(), (K:,1)),,~() denote the polynomials associated with the nor
malized Stieltjes sequence t'=(t"+I/tl)"~O' and as before, let (S,,),,~o,

(S;,II),,;, 0 denote the polynomials associated with the symmetric Hamburger
moment sequence s corresponding to (t,,),,~(). We shall be interested in rela
tions between these polynomials. From Chihara, [\OJ, we have the following

LEMMA 5.1. The polynomials (P,,),,~{j, and (K,,),,~() are given by

P,,(X2) = S2)X)

xK,,(x2)=j!; S2,,+J(X),

We shaIl now determine the polynomials of the second kind:

X#o

x=o.
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Proof To fix notation, let f1 be a solution to the symmetric moment
problem and let (J = cI>(fl). We shall use the identities

(x 2
_/

2
) 1 = (2x(x + I)) -1 + (2x(x _ 1)) 1

=(21(x-t)) 1-(2/(X+l)) I

By definition,

Si:/( -x) + Si~/(x)

2x 2x

Similarly,

Si~'(X)

X
x*o.

which implies the lemma. I
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.1 we have
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PROPOSITION 5.1. The functions P" PI' PI' correJponding to the three
sequences ((I (3)), satis./.}'

(13 )

COROLLARY 5.1 [8, Proposition 2.3]. The 5tieltjes sequence t is
hulet( 5) !I' and only Ilt and t' are both indeterminate.

Prool If t and t' are both indeterminate, (13) implies that p,(::) is finite
for some non-real ::. Therefore s is indeterminate and so t is indet(S) as
noted in Section I. I

6. THE NEVANLINNA MATRICES OF ENTIRE FUNCTIONS

Suppose that the Stie1tjes sequence (l1I)1I3() is indet(S). In this case the
corresponding symmetric Hamburger moment problem is indeterminate
and so is the sequence (til + I /t))11 (). We shall find relations between the
entire functions associated with these three indeterminate moment
problems.

Denote by A, B, C D the functions associated with the sequence (1/,)"3 (),

by AI' 8 1 , C 1 , D 1 those associated with (t,,+I/t))1I30 and as before 4, ;$,

(6, .0) those associated with the symmetric problem.
We shall make use of the two-variable analogues of the entire functions

.#, ;:&, (6, '-./I, see Buchwalter & Cassier, [6]. By differentiating these func
tions with respect to the first variable and by using their Proposition 4.6,
p. 177 we obtain the following identities:

LEMMA 6.1.

I:: I: 5~/ 1
/ (0) 5,,(::) = -.#/(0) f/(::) + -: (;:&(::) + I)

1:: L 5;,(0) 5,,(z) =£!1/(0) .'16(z) +-:'JI(::).

We can now formulate
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PROPOSITION 6.1. The functions A, B, C, D are given in terms ot .cI, ;~,

(t" t.I'

A(.:2) = -.cI'(O) (6(.:) + .cI(.:)/.:

B(.:2) = ;~(.:) - .cI'(O) .:':0(.:)

C(.:2)=~(.:)

D(.:2) = =Y(=).

Remark 6.1. These formulas are derived in Chihara, [10], using
methods like the one referred to in Section 3. We note that if a < 0 it may
be written as

I
-1:=---

.cI'(O)·

This follows by combining the expressions for Band D in the above
proposition and comparing with (3.17) in Chihara, [10]. We give a direct
proof:

From Akhiezer, [1], p. 14 we have

.d2,,(x) = b2" _,(Si:/ ,(0) Si:/(x) - Si:/(O) Si:/ \(x))

= b2" I Si:/_ ,(0) Si:,)(x)

so that

.('/~n(O) = h2n . \ Si~/ \(0) Si:i'(O)

SI111(O)
,(0) S2"(O) ;" (0

2" )

Si:i'(O)
S2n(O) ,

by Akhiezer, [I], p. 9. Lemma 5.2 then gives

_ I' _P,,(O) _ l' S2"(O) - _ l'
x - 1m " I - 1m I'l' - 1m _I

,,- J P" (0) "~f, S 211 (0) 11 -·Y .cI 2,,( 0)

I
---

.cI'(O)

Since .d~lI(0) increases with n we get a lower bound for a:
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The proof of Proposition 6.1 is straightforward using the Definitions (5)
and the Lemmas 5.1, 5.2, 6.1.

PROPOSITION 6.2. The functions AI' B I' C I, D 1 can in terms of ,ci, ,cj{J,
(t, .(y) he expressed as

1
C,(:-2) = (:-.ci(:-) - ,cj{J(:-)) ~'(O) + 'f>(:-) - :'11(:-)

The proof follows the same computational lines as indicated above. To
illustrate we compute D,(:-2):

By (10), .ci'(O) = -l/oc = ~ lim, ~ _ Of, B(x)ID(x). The number ~'(O) can
be written as D'(O). Thus combining Proposition 6.1 and 6.2 we obtain:

PROPOSITION 6.3. Wi/hoc = Iim,~ -x. D(x)/B(x) we have

AI(:-)=~(:-A(:-)(I-DI(O))-B(Z)(l-D'(O))
/ I

- C(:-) (; ( I - D'( 0») + 1) + D(:-) (( 1 - D'(0)) ~ + ~) )

Bd:-) = B(:-)( 1- D'(O)) - D(:-) (~(l -D'(O)) +D
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Cl(z) = zA(z) D'(O) - B(z) D'(O) + C(Z) ( -; D'(O) + 1)

+D(z) (~D'(O)-D

D,(z)=t l (B(Z)D'(O)+D(Z) ( -~D'(O)+D)'

We can write the conclusion of Proposition 6.3 in matrix form as

(

AliZ)) (A(Z))
BI(z) ~ NI., D'IO)) Biz) .
Cdz) C(z)

D\(z) D(z)

where N(oc, D'(O)) is the matrix

303

o

.:D'/O)

o

By iteration we get

II-D'/O))

-D'(O)

o

--=- D'(O) + I
ex

o

I I
- D'(O)--
ex ::

r r
--'- D'(O) +-'-

7. .:

PROPOSITION 6.4. fr ((11)11;30 is a Stieltjes moment sequence which is
indet(S), the entire functions associated lI'ith the sequence (til +kI"tdll ,?O' Ak ,

Bb Ck , Dk , can he expressed in terms of those associated with (t1l)1I;30:

(

Ak(Z)) (A(Z))
Bk(z) , r B(z). = N( OCk _ , ' D k _ ,( 0)). '" . N( oc, D (0)) ,
Cdz) C( z)
D,dz) D(z)

lI'ithx; = lim,~ _, J. D;(x)/B;(x).

We are in fact able to describe the N-matrix corresponding to the
measure pix) C/(T(X) in terms of the functions in the N-matrix corresponding

640 'X3J-2
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to a, where p is any polynomial with positive leading coefficient and having
only real non-positive zeros. The key to this is Propositions 3.3, 6.3 and the
following

LEMMA 6.2. When c:? 0, the measure x dr _,( a )(x) is concentrated on the
positive axis and

(x + c) da(x) = r,(x dr. ,(a)(x)).

We shall not give explicit formulas.
We are now going to investigate the growth of the entire functions con

sidered in this section. For an indeterminate Hamburger moment problem
the four entire functions given in (5) are of at most zero exponential type, see
[ I ], p. 56 and it turns out that the four functions all have the same order,
type and Phragmen-Lindelof indicator function, see Berg & Pedersen,
[ 4]. Concerning the notion of order, type and indicator function see e.g.
Markushevich, [14].

PROPOSITION 6.5. Let t he a normalized Stieltjes moment sequellce which
is bIdet( S) and let s he the corre,lponding .1}'m11letric Hamhurger moment
sequence. 1{lI'e dellote hy (PI' r

"
h,) (resp. (p" r" II,)) the order, type and

indicator o{ the jlmctions associated with t (resp. s) then

P, = ~P" T/ =r...;,

Pro()l From Proposition 6.1 we have C(::2) = '(i( z) which immediately
yields the result. I

PROPOSITION 6.6. The order o{ the entire functions associated with a
Stidtjes moment prohlem which is indet(S) is less than or equal to ~'

Concerning the relation between the growth of the functions A, B, C, D
and Ak , Bb Ck , Dk , k:? I we have

PROPOSITION 6.7. The order, type and indicator function of the/unctions
associated with (tll+dtk)II~O arc the same as the order, type and indicator
function of the functions associated with (tll)tl~()'

Prool The matrix N( IX, D' (0)) is non-singular for :: 7'" 0 (the determi
nant is in fact I for all :: 7'" 0). The functions A, B, C, D are thus given
uniquely in terms of A I' B" C" D,. The entries of N(rx., D'(O)) -I are as
well rational functions of ::. The result follows from this observation. I
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We shall relate the Nevanlinna parametrization of the solutions to the
problem (1,,+,/1')"';;0 to the solutions to the problem (1,,),,';;0' We use the
superscript (0) (resp. (I)) to indicate if a measure is a solution to (1/1)/1,;;0

(resp. to (t1l+,/I')/l"'o), For any solution on the positive axis a~(lI,

( t/l ) ) dajO j is clearly a solution to the moment problem (t)J + I /1 I)",;; 0 and is
therefore of the form a~11 for some g E;J;> u { efJ}. We shall determine the g's
thus obtained, i.e. we shall describe the partially defined mapping Tff-+ g
of .J;> u {x: into ;jI> u {x}.

PROPOSITION 7.1. The mapping T is given as

. ( ::(1 - f(::)/x) ) 1

Ttt H::) = - I) 1-/(::)+ ::D'(O)(1 -/(::)/x)

Prool Let hEY> u {x}. A tiresome calculation shows that

Ad:) h(:) - Cd:) =! (-I + A(:) h*(:) - C(:))
Bd::)h(:)-D}(::) t l B(::)h*(::)-D(:l'

where h* is given by

As mentioned above, for / E;;I' U { Cf.)},

for exactly one g in ;;1' u { CfJ }. Now,

I ' I I ( f I )-1--tda(O)(t)=- -I +: --da'OI(t)
t}.:-t / t, :-t /

. I . I ( A(:) g*(:) - C(:))
--da/,ll(t) =- -I +: ,j : -, ~'1 B(:l g*(::) - D(::)

so we must have g*(::) =f(::). Solving this equation with respect to g gives

(
I :(I-f(:)/x) )-1

g(:)= -11 -f(:)+:D'(OHI-f(:)/x) . I

The N-extremal solutions to the Stieltjes moment problem (t" )/1> °are as
mentioned above given by a~OI, 1 E [x; 0). In Berg & Thill, [8], ~ density
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index for these measures is defined; it is the largest integer k ;:: 0 such that
the polynomials are dense in the space U(x k d17;OI(X)) and it is denoted
6( 17 I)' It is proved that

t=rx

rx<t<O

t=O.

(14)

This can also be seen by Proposition 7.1. We get that

t
- d17 I0 )( t) - d17 lll ( t)t () - II •

I

where p = - td I - (ljD'(O))) J E R. Applying our proposition again we see
that

t 2

- d17\()I( t) = d17121( t)f., ~ h . ,

with y E Rand 11 a certain rational function of degree I. Finally, applying
the proposition once again, we get that

t-'
- d17 IO )(t) = d17 1-'I(t)
t () 1"

-'

with p a certain rational function of degree I. This gives another (and I
must admit) much more technical proof of (14).
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